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Burns & Becks Gundog Club Aims & Objectives:The Burns and Becks Gundog Club was formed in 1965 by a small group of retriever trainers who ran training daysand tests against other local clubs. Since Kennel Club affiliation in 2012 the club has re-affirmed its aims to helphandlers improve the standard of their dogs through training classes, working tests and field trials. Members of allages and levels of experience are welcome, including young handlers who are the future of the sport.
Retriever Training Objectives

First Stage Before progressing to the next stage the dog should be able to:
 Sit quietly on/off the lead
 Walk at heel on and off the lead, turning left and right closely at heel.
 Recall to handler from sit position to whistle
 Stop consistently to whistle while walking on lead, and while off the lead
 Sit quietly off the lead while dummies are thrown around it, in the presence of other dogs
 Collect simple marked retrieves and deliver gently to hand
 Collect simple marked double retrieves, usually with last thrown first
 Run out to collect short blind retrieves in the 20yd or so range
 Collect dummies from water and deliver to hand without putting down
 Remain steady to shot in due course

Intermediate Level Before progressing to Open, the dog should be able to:
 Carry out all First Stage activities consistently
 Walk at heel off the lead for extended periods, remaining steady to thrown dummies
 Stop to whistle on every occasion, including at distances up to 100yds
 Collect marked retrieves up to 100yards
 Collect double marks, first thrown first, at medium distances
 Run out straight to collect blind retrieves up to 100yards, obeying left, right and “go back” directions
 Jump safe fences, walls and other obstacles to collect marked retrieves
 Collect blind and marked retrieves across water

Open  Level Dogs at this stage should be able to carry out all First Stage and Intermediate activitiesconsistently, and:
 Stop to whistle at all distances, including up to 150yds
 Collect marked retrieves up to 150yds
 Ignore distraction marks to collect blinds up to 150yds
 Run out straight, jump , walls and cross water as required to collect blind and marked retrieves
 Hold a close area at more or less any distance, on command
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